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How long is 380mm to inches

Our editors independently research, test and recommend the best products; you can find out more about our review process here. We may receive commissions for purchases from our chosen links. The Sony X800G final verdict is one of the best 48-inch models available right now. With support for 4K
and HDR10, you'll get stunning images from time to time. A voice-enabled remote allows you to access a Google Assistant or Alexa without a smart speaker, and you can use Chromecast to mirror an Android mobile device for multiple ways to share video. The Samsung Q80T is another great choice for
4K TV. Samsung has started including its Bixby Virtual Assistant in all of its new TVs, so you don't have to set up an Amazon or Google Account to get voice controls. It also has a dual LED panel for a better color range and object tracking sound for an pervasive listening experience. Taylor Clemons has
been reviewing and writing about consumer electronics for more than three years. She has also worked in e-commerce product management, so she has knowledge of what constitutes solid TV for home entertainment. Melanie Pinola spent five years writing for Lifewire about telecommunications and
mobile offices, having more than a decade of telecommunications experience as an IT administrator and artistic director. Robert Silva has been reporting on consumer electronics since 1998. He has focused more on home entertainment and home theater technology since 2000. He appeared in the
YouTube series Home Theater Geeks. Walk into the TV part of any major box retailer and you might believe that even a 55-inch TV is on the small side, but despite pushing toward larger and larger screens, not everyone needs or wants a massive TV, and there is still a strong market for sets in the 48-
inch range. In fact, if you live in a smaller home, apartment or apartment, 48 inches can only be a sweet spot for your living space and your entertainment needs, and best of all you can get some pretty cute 48-inch sets with amazing features and image quality at prices that won't hurt your wallet, leaving
you plenty of room to access by adding things like a closet or a better sound system. One of the best things about TVs in this size is that you have a lot of options, which means you will almost certainly find something that suits your needs and budget, but of course this lot of options can make things a bit
confusing, so it's important to first consider what you want from the TV and then narrow things down from there. Do you plan to use it to casually watch news and daytime TELEVISION? Hit hits? Blockbuster movies? Will it be placed in a darker basement or a brightly lit family room? Will you stream from



services like Netflix, or will you just rely on airtime streaming? These are all issues that are important to think about buying a 48-inch TV. Amazon You're probably aware that 4K TVs are all furious these days, and while we certainly wouldn't discourage anyone from buying it if you have money to spend,
when dealing with smaller screens, it's really important to ask yourself if you'll be able to truly take advantage of the higher resolution, both in terms of where you put it and what you'll be watching on it.  You see, if you usually sit more than a certain distance from the screen, chances are that your eyes
won't be able to appreciate the extra details offered by the 4K UHD set. The rule for this is about 1.5x screen size, which means your maximum viewing distance to truly appreciate the 48-inch 4K TV is 6 feet. While this will vary depending on the quality of your vision, if your room design means you'll be
sitting much further away from it, then maybe you should consider saving a few bucks and simply getting a 1080p HD set instead, which you'll still be able to fully enjoy at almost twice the distance. However, it is important to keep in mind that there are more than 4K UHD TVs than just actual resolution.
Almost all modern 4K sets also offer high dynamic range (HDR), which is something you won't find on 1080p HD sets. There are various flavors of HDR, such as Dolby Vision, HDR10 and others, but they all have one thing in common, which is to provide much richer colors and deeper levels of contrast.
Simply put, you get an image that's much closer to what the real world looks like. However, to take advantage of this, the content you watch must be encoded in HDR format, and if all you plan to use is a TV watching things like news, sports and daily TELEVISION shows, chances are you won't see HDR
content anyway. In fact, if all you do is connect your TV to a cable or antenna over the air, you probably won't get much 4K content at all. Basically, HDR formats are most commonly used in feature films, although many modern prime-time shows also offer HDR, especially when they come from streaming
networks such as Netflix, and even more so when the originals produced by these streaming services.  Note, however, that your set must also support a specific HDR format in which content is broadcast. While many TVs support more than one hdr flavor, not everyone supports it, so you'll want to read
the fine print. As a rule, sets that include Dolby Vision typically offer the widest range of support for other formats as well. Samsung Q7F Series Flat QLED Ultra HD TV Example. Image courtesy of Amazon As we noted earlier, the 48-inch range has many different options, and while the most affordable
models will still only have sports standard LCD displays, if you're willing to spend a little more you can up yours leaving with even better display technology. If feature films are your thing, we generally recommend going with an OLED display if you can afford it, as this will give you the best contrast ratios
you can get, with incredibly deep black people making it a particularly great choice for action/adventure movies. Similar to the plasma TV technology that came before it (and which home theater fans have vowed to do for years), OLED screens actually completely exclude areas that should be black,
unlike LED/LCD TVs that can only clumble them to dark gray. OLED displays also allow you to look at them from any angle without the strange discoloration you'll see when watching the LCD/LED set on the side. However, if movies aren't your main thing, or the OLED display just isn't in your budget, then
the LCD/LED set can still be a great choice, when in fact it might even be better if you plan to set up your TV in a lighter room and watch it throughout the day. Samsung's QLED technology is one of the best LED technologies available, as the company built it to counter OLED, and while it can't provide
the same contrast ratios, it gets a lot brighter while still providing the same kind of deep and rich color reproduction, which is especially great for HDR content. LG's NANO Cell LED technology is also a solid choice if you can't afford to step up to one of its great OLED sets. These days, most TVs offer
pretty impressive built-in sound. These are not tinny or two-channeled yesteryear speakers, and many can actually produce a fairly respectable virtual surround sound only from built-in speakers. Of course, this won't compare to setting up the real 5.1 channel Dolby Surround system in your rec room, but
it's probably more than enough for casual TV spotter. Few things other than movies really coded with impressive 5.1-channel sound, and the sound quality of modern TVs should easily be on the task of handling this kind of content. On the other hand, however, if you're a fan of action movies, you'll
probably want better sound than any set will be able to provide on its own, so you should make sure that the TV you're considering has the necessary features to support the right surround sound system. In most cases, this will mean a digital optical audio output or HDMI Audio Return Channel (ARC)
connection, although some of the new and higher models also offer support for wireless speaker standards such as WiSA, allowing you to add 5.1-channel audio without the need for cables or a standalone home theater receiver. These days, it's hard to find a modern TV that doesn't include smart TV
features with support for popular streaming services like Netflix, Hulu and Amazon Prime, and even if you have your own standalone digital set-top box or you're not streaming, you will get features anyway, but the good news is that in most cases they are quite unobtrusive if all you want your TV to do is
work as a screen for other devices. Still, if you definitely don't need built-in smart TV features, one of the great things about smaller sets is that you can still find stupid TVs that are really just screens, so you can save yourself a few bucks if you're willing to connect your own Roku, Apple TV or Amazon
Fire TV set-top box, which could also offer some advantages over the built-in features of a smart TV, depending on what you plan to do. TCL S405 Series 4K Ultra HD Roku Smart TV example. The image provided by Amazon Still, built-in smart features are steadily getting better and stronger, and many
even now include integration with voice assistants such as Amazon Alexa and home automation systems such as Apple's HomeKit. In general, it comes down to choosing the platform you prefer and which streaming services you plan to watch. However, if you watch a TV that supports Amazon Alexa or
Google Assistant, just be aware that in most cases this does not mean that they include an actual built-in voice assistant, but that they can be activated by commands to talk to an Amazon Echo or Google Home speaker that is already on the same network. Also remember that if you plan to stream
content over the Internet, you will need an Internet connection and a Wi-Fi router that can handle it, and this is even truer if you are watching a 4K UHD set; streaming Netflix in 4K requires a minimum of 25mbps connections, and will eat up about 10-12GB of data per hour, so you'll also want to keep an
eye on any data limitations. Plus, if you're going to put your TV away from where your internet connection comes to your home, you may need a long-range router or Wi-Fi extender to make sure you can get a strong and fast enough signal for your set. If you're buying a 48-inch TV from a major brand like
Samsung, LG or Sony, your choice will often be more determined by the smart TV features you're looking for or the type of display technology you want, as each manufacturer can be quite unique in these areas. For example, while this might be quite ironic to you given their competing smartphone
platforms, Samsung TVs are actually one of the best choices for Apple fans, thanks to built-in support for Apple's TV+ service, iTunes Movies and TV shows, and AirPlay 2 streaming. On the other hand, Android enthusiasts may lean more towards brands such as Sony that use the Android TV operating
system. LG B6P Series 4K ULTRA HD OLED TV. Image provided by LG Electronics Similarly, if you're looking for an OLED display, LG makes some of the best you can find, while Samsung's QLED technology leads among LCD/LED panels. However, you don't have to be swayed by brands if you are on
or just looking for a set for more casual viewing, and that's even truer if you just want a stupid TV to watch cable or television. Going off-brand can save you a lot of money, and you might be surprised how many vendors like TCL you've probably never heard of still offer great TVs with an advanced smart
TV and connectivity features.  Features. 
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